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Mapping an Understanding-based 
Curriculum for 21st Century Learning

Something to consider…

�Do not confine your children  
to your own learning, since they 
were born in another time.�

- Chinese proverb

Topic Agenda

o A Systems Framework

o Understanding-based Curriculum
• Micro-Level (Unit)
• Macro Level (District, School, Program)

o District Curriculum example (GVSD)

o Curriculum Mapping 2.0 and 3.0

o A Curriculum Review Process
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The Knowledge Doubling Curve
-- Buckminister Fuller and IBM

Access to the world’s information
has never 

been greater.

Access to the World’s Information
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Machine to Machine Connections:
The Internet of Things

Undeniable Trends: Automation

National 
Association 
of Colleges 

and 
Employers

Survey 
Results

Try to envision the type of person we  
wish to develop as a result of 12+ years 
of schooling.

What capabilities and qualities do we 
seek in our graduates?

Picture the Graduate

________ ISD 
Portrait of a Graduate

ØCommunicator
ØGlobal Citizen
ØCritical Thinker
ØCreative Innovator
ØLeader & Collaborator

A Sample School Mission #2

_______ High School is a school where 
students are invited to meet the 
challenges of a rich and rigorous college 
preparatory program. The academic 
program features variety and rigor, and 
includes the International Baccalaureate 
Diploma Programme along with 
opportunities for service learning.
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A Sample School Mission #3

The mission of the _______ School is        
to prepare all children to be successful 
citizens in the 21st century. This  
includes educating them to read with 
comprehension, communicate clearly, 
compute accurately, work well with 
others, and effectively apply critical     
and creative thinking.  

World War I = A study of 
unintended consequences

The rainforest = A study of 
a complex ecosystem

A Study Of/In ________

Weight training = A study 
of proper technique

Decimals, Fractions, Percents
= A study of equivalence

A Study Of/In ________

Frog and Toad are Friends = 
A study in relationships

The Catcher in the Rye = A 
study of author’s style

A Study Of/In ________

Insects = A study in 
structure and function

Native Americans = A study 
of identity and survival

A Study Of/In ________ Research Finding…

A “guaranteed and viable
curriculum is the #1 school-
level factor impacting      
student achievement.”

-- Marzano, What Works in Schools
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“The course to be run”

Curriculum ≠ a list of topics 
and related activities.

Curriculum…

Curriculum = a plan to 
achieve designated goals.

Long-Term Transfer Goal

“Students will be able to 
independently use their 

learning to …”

An effective curriculum equips learners 
for autonomous performance

… by design!

Teaching and Learning for 
Understanding

Acquire
important 

knowledge  
and skills

Understand
“big ideas”

Transfer 
learning to 

new situations

Jig Saw Reading

Divide into 5 groups. 

Part 1 – Individually, read designated
section and highlight key points.

Part 2 – Meet with like #erd groups to
discuss key points and implications.

Part 3 – Re-group to summarize key
points from each section of the article.

Keep the “end in mind.”
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A Model 
Curriculum 
Blueprint

Long-Term 
Transfer Goals

Cornerstone 
Performance Tasks

Teacher-Developed 
Units and Lessons

Transdisciplinary Disciplinary

Disciplinary
Rubrics

Transdisciplinary
Rubrics

Overarching
Understandings 

and Essential 
Questions

Overarching
Understandings 

and Essential 
Questions

Indicators Indicators

Characteristics of 
Transfer Goals…

§ Long-term (Exit Outcomes)
§ Performance based
§ Highlight Autonomy 
§ Distinguish means from ends

Transfer Goal: Writing

Students will be able to independently use 
their learning to:

• Effectively write in various genres 
for various audiences and purposes 
(inform, explain, entertain, persuade, 
guide, or challenge/change things).

Transfer Goals: Mathematics

• Make sense of never-before-seen, 
“messy” problems and persevere 
in trying to solve them.

• Construct viable arguments and 
critique the reasoning of others.

Transfer Goal: History/SS

• Use knowledge of patterns of 
history to better understand the 
present and prepare for the future.

• Critically appraise historical claims 
and analyze contemporary issues.
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Transfer Goals: Science

• Use knowledge and reasoning to 
evaluate scientific claims or 
arguments and analyze current 
issues involving science or 
technology.

• Conduct an investigation following 
established scientific protocols.

Transfer Goal: 
World Languages

Students will be able to independently use 
their learning to:

• Effectively communicate with 
varied audiences and for varied 
purposes while displaying 
appropriate understanding of 
culture and context. 

Transfer Goal: 
Visual and Performing Arts

• Create purposeful artistic 
expressions through 
various media and styles.

• Value, and participate in, the  
arts throughout one’s life.

21st Century Skills
are Long-Term Transfer Goals!

ØCritical Thinking
ØCommunication
ØCollaboration
Ø Creativity

Practice vs. The Game

Learning and practicing
• knowledge
• skills 

• strategies

Requires transfer
• autonomous 

application

A coherent curriculum 
spirals around a set of  
“big ideas” and recurring 
essential questions.
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• Mathematicians create models to 
interpret and predict the behavior 
of real-world phenomena. 

Mathematical Modeling

• Mathematical models have limits 
and sometimes they distort or 
misrepresent. 

“Big Idea” Understandings

• How can we best model this 
(real-world phenomena)? 

Mathematical Modeling

• How reliable are its predictions? 

Essential Questions

• What are the limits of this model? 

cor·ner·stone (n):
1. the first stone laid at a 

corner where two walls 
begin and form the first 
part of a new building

2. something that is 
fundamentally 
important to something

Cornerstone Tasks

§ Anchor the curriculum in 
important, recurring tasks.

§ Require understanding and transfer 
of learning.

§ Integrate 21st century outcomes. 
§ Provide evidence of authentic 

accomplishments.
(“Doing the subject” and “playing the game”)

Since you are an accomplished _________, 
you have been asked to develop step-by-
step directions to help other kids learn 
how to do it. 
Your directions should include words  and 
pictures to help others learn how to 
___________ like you.

example:

How To Perform a Task Three-Minute Pause

Meet in groups of 3 - 5 to...
summarize key points.
add your own thoughts. 
pose clarifying questions.

√
√
√
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First generation = Diary mapping

Third generation = Mapping 
performance backward from 
long-term transfer goals

It’s Time for Curriculum Mapping 3.0 

Second generation = Consensus 
mapping against standards

First generation = Diary Mapping

Second generation = Consensus 
Mapping from Standards

SAUSD%Common%Core%Aligned%Curriculum%Map:%Math%Grade%5%Year%at%a%Glance%
Title& Time& Performance&Task& Big&Idea& Essential&Questions& Core&Texts&

Unit&1:%Whole%
Numbers%and%Decimals%
(Number%&%Operations%
Base%Ten)%

1%week%
%

Sept%

Compare%populations%
of%state%capitals%by%
converting%them%to%
millions%with%decimal%
notation.%

Different%values%can%be%
represented%in%many%ways.%

•%What%patterns%can%we%identify%in%the%base%
ten%system?%
•%How%does%the%position%of%a%number%
determine%its%value?%
•%How%can%we%simplify%the%problem%solving%
process?%
•%What%kinds%of%models%can%be%used%to%
represent%decimals?%

HM%Chapter%3%

Unit&2:%Addition%&%
Subtraction%of%
Decimals%(Operations%&%
Algebraic%Thinking/%
Number%&%Operations%
Base%Ten)%

3%weeks%
%

Sept%

Plan%a%trip%for%your%
family,%adding%the%
mileage%between%
cities,%using%decimal%
notation.%

RealTworld%problems%can%be%
solved%by%combining%or%
separating%groups.%%

•%How%can%addition%and%subtraction%of%
decimals%be%represented%by%objects,%pictures,%
words,%and%numbers?%
•%What%are%some%ways%that%decimals%can%be%
combined%or%separated?%
•%How%are%decimals%used%to%represent%
numbers%in%real%world%situations?%
%

HM%Chapter%5,%12%
%

Unit&3:%Addition%and%
Subtraction%of%
Fractions%%
(Number%&%
Operations–Fractions)%

5%weeks%
%

Oct/Nov%

Choose%the%items%you%
would%take%with%you%as%
an%immigrant%from%
Europe%where%each%
person%is%allotted%a%
certain%weight%for%all%
their%belongings.%%

RealTworld%problems%can%be%
solved%by%combining%or%
separating%groups.%

•%How%are%fractions%related%to%decimals?%
•%How%are%common%denominators%used%to%
compare%fractions?%
•%What%are%some%ways%that%fractions%can%be%
combined%or%separated?%
•%How%are%fractions%used%to%represent%
numbers%in%real%world%situations?%

HM%Chapters%2,%4,%7,%8,%9%

Unit&4:%Multiplication%
and%Division%of%Whole%
Numbers%
(Number%&%Operations%
Base%Ten)%

4%weeks%
%

Nov/Dec%

Compare(the(areas(of(
various(states(in(square(
miles.%

RealTworld%problems%can%be%
solved%by%combining%or%
separating%groups.%

•%What%patterns%do%you%notice%when%
multiplying%or%dividing%by%the%powers%of%ten?%
•%How%does%using%the%algorithm%help%you%to%
multiply%efficiently?%
•%Compare%and%explain%how%the%size%of%factors%
is%related%to%the%size%of%products.%
•%How%can%you%apply%the%conversion%of%
measurement%units%to%realTlife%problems?%

HM%Chapters%1,%6,%21%
%

Unit&5:&Volume%
(Measurement%&%Data)&

3%weeks%
%

January%

Estimate%the%number%
of%linking%cubes%that%
will%fill%a%classroom.(

Objects%can%be%measured%
and%compared%by%their%
attributes.%

•%What%is%volume?%
•%How%are%area%and%volume%alike%and%
different?%
•%How%do%you%measure%volume?%
•%Why%is%volume%represented%with%cubic%
units?%
•%Does%volume%change%when%you%change%the%
measurement%material?%Why%or%why%not?%
•%How%can%you%find%the%volume%of%cubes%and%
rectangular%prisms?%
•%Why%is%it%important%to%know%how%to%measure%
volume?%

Getting%to%the%Core%%
Volume%Unit%

Antioch 34 First Grade ELA Curricular Units At-A-Glance 
Framing Concepts: Characters, Adventure, Adaptation, Patterns, Life Lessons 

!

 

Trimester 1 
 Unit Title Unit Content  Thematic Essential 

Questions  
Thematic Understandings Performance Task(s) Potential Texts 

 (Examples Only. Subject to Further 
Discussion) 
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Relationships 
Between 
Characters 

Students read stories that focus on 
relationships between characters 
(e.g., friends, parent-child, peer-
peer).  
 
Related ELA Scopes: Reading 
Literature, Narrative Writing, Process 
& Production of Writing, Language: 
Conventions 

• How are people/ 
characters connected? 

• What shapes relationships 
between people/characters? 

• People/characters are connected 
through relationships. 

• Relationships between 
people/characters are shaped by 
personalities, problems, and 
experiences. 

The Adventure Continues…. 
Students imagine that a children’s 
channel is turning a book or series 
they’ve read into a cartoon show. 
They propose a story for one 
episode that includes basic story 
elements and makes sense with what 
they know about the character(s). 

Hooray for Wodney Wat 
King of the Playground 
Mean Jean the Recess Queen 
Stand Tall, Molly Lou Melon  
Kissing Hand 
Little Bear 
The Worst Best Friend 
Frog & Toad 
Ira’s Best Friend 
The Sandwich Swap 
A Cat and a Dog 
“The Owl & the Pussycat”  

O
ct

ob
er

 

Characters 
on 
Adventures 

Students read fictional stories of 
characters on various adventures to 
further explore story elements, 
retell stories, and compare stories. 
 
Related ELA Scopes: Reading 
Literature, Process & Production of 
Writing, Language: Conventions 

• What is an “adventure”? 
• How are adventurous 

characters and adventure 
stories different from other 
kinds of characters and 
stories? 
 

• An adventure is a sequence of 
events focused on a goal that is 
unusual, exciting, or dangerous 
for the character on the 
adventure. 

• Adventures can be “small” 
(involve little excitement or 
danger) or “big” (involve much 
excitement or danger). 
 

What Happened? 
Students write a retelling of a story 
they’ve read from the point of view 
of character in that story. 
 
Two Adventures 
Students compare and contrast the 
adventures and experiences of the 
character from the story they used in 
the What Happened? Task and a 
character in another story. 

Are You My Mother? 
Kitten’s First Full Moon 
How I Became a Pirate 
Gingerbread Man Loose in the School 
Blueberries for Sal 
Harold and the Purple Crayon 
Where the Wild Things Are 
Flat Stanley 
Olive the Other Reindeer 
The Polar Express 
All About Corduroy 
Library Mouse A World to Explore 
My Friend Bear                            
“We’re Going on a Bear Hunt” 
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Real-Life 
Adventures 

Students engage with non-fiction 
stories and accounts of past and 
present real-life adventures. They 
study elements of narrative 
informational text and use the 
stories of real and imagined 
adventures they’ve read in this and 
the previous unit to write a 
personal narrative of their own 
adventure. 
 
Related ELA Scopes: Reading 
Informational Text, 
Informational/Explanatory Writing, 
Narrative Writing, Process & 
Production of Writing, Language: 
Conventions 

• What is an “adventure”? 
• What makes someone 

adventurous?  
• Is being adventurous helpful 

or harmful? 
• What “adventures” have I 

experienced? 

• An adventure is a sequence of 
events focused on a goal that is 
unusual, exciting, or dangerous 
for the person or people on the 
adventure. 

• An adventurous person is 
someone who is willing to use 
what they’ve learned to take a 
risk. 

• Being adventurous can be helpful 
or harmful, depending on the 
situation. 

• Some of my own experiences 
could be called “adventures.” 

 

Adventurer Award 
Students explain in writing their 
nominee for “The Most 
Adventurous Adventurer Award” 
and collaborate with classmates to 
present their choice to a voting 
committee. 
 
My Own Adventure 
Students write a narrative of a real-
life adventure of their own. 
 

The Camping Trip that Changed 
America 
Leo the Snow Leopard 
Climbers of El Capitan (January 2015)                                              
Amelia Earhart/Charles Lindberg  
 

T
ri

m
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r 

T
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k  

 
Read This!  
Students retell a story of their choice, write a letter recommending the story to a peer, read a peer’s recommendation, and then give (write) their opinion about the recommended 
story.  

GIPS 8th Grade Science Design Map

Revised June 20, 2007

Unit

Topics

(in sequence)

Estimated

Time Frame

(days)

K-12 Program Strands

with

Course/Grade Level Standards

K-12 Program

Enduring Understandings

(for Content)

K-12 Program

Essential Questions

(for Content)

Unit

Assessments
(note if optional)

C/GL Key

Vocabulary

Concepts

Unit 1

Motion

(Chapter 1)

7 periods

Physical Science

Motion & Forces

Investigate and demonstrate

relationships among force, motion, and

direction of moving objects

Describe the motion of tectonic plates

An object’s motion is the result of the combined effect

of all forces acting on the object.

The interaction between energy and matter creates

forces (pushes and pulls) that produce predicable

patterns of change.

What make objects move

the way they do?

What role do forces play

here?

Speed Challenge

Lab

(Performance

Assessment)

Unit 2

Forces

(Chapters

2, 3, & 4)

26 periods

Physical Science

Motion & Forces

Investigate and demonstrate

relationships among force, motion, and

direction of moving objects

Investigate and describe how forces can

affect technological design

Classify simple machines in the human

body

An object’s motion is the result of the combined effect

of all forces acting on the object.

The interaction between energy and matter creates

forces (pushes and pulls) that produce predicable

patterns of change.

Machines do not reduce the amount of work that is

done, they only change the direction of the force,

multiply the force or multiply the distance through

which the force is applied.

What makes objects move

the way they do?

What role do forces play

here?

What happens when a

machine is used to do

work?

Does using this machine

make my work easier?

How is this machine

designed to do work?

What is the role of

gravity in the universe?

Assessed in

Unit 3

Unit 3

Energy

(Chapter 5 & 6)

10 periods

Physical Science

Matter & Energy

Describe and demonstrate how energy

can be changed from one form to

another

Investigate and describe transfer of

heat, light, and sound

The transfer of energy is required to cause change.

The total amount of matter and energy remains

constant, even though their form and location undergo

continual change.

Although the various forms of energy seem very

different, each can be measured in a way that makes it

possible to keep track of how much of one form is

converted into another.

How does energy cause

change?

Where does energy come

from?  Where does it go?

How does energy/matter

remain constant even as it

changes form?

Motion, Forces, &

Energy

Assessment

(Structured

Response

Assessment)

Cold Packs Lab

(Performance

Assessment)

atom

mixture

force

chemical

property

Newton’s laws

work

matter

power

molecule

temperature

changes of

state/phase

element

friction

motion

energy

conservation

kinetic energy

mass

wave

reflection

periodic table

Ideas for Action

E Think big.

E Start small.

E Go for an “early 
win” in Iowa.


